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of demiurge by merriam webster - in the platonic school of philosophy the demiurge is a deity who fashions the physical
world in the light of eternal ideas in the timaeus plato credits the demiurge with taking preexisting materials of chaos and
arranging them in accordance with the models of eternal forms, demiurge definition of demiurge by the free dictionary demiurge a deity in gnosticism manichaeism and other religions who creates the material world and is often viewed as the
originator of evil 4 demiurge a platonic deity who orders or fashions the material world out of chaos, demiurge overlord
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prospecting fields to xeno client homeworlds, demiurge definition of demiurge in english by oxford - definition of
demiurge in english demiurge noun 1 a being responsible for the creation of the universe synonyms deity god goddess
mother goddess divine being, detour definition of detour by merriam webster - detour definition is a deviation from a
direct course or the usual procedure especially a roundabout way temporarily replacing part of a route how to use detour in
a sentence
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